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ABSTRACT 
We define the concept of unique exchange on a sequence (X,, . . . , X,,J of bases of 
a matroid A4 as an exchange of x E X, for y E Xi such that y is the unique element of 
Xt which may be exchanged for x so that (A- {x})u { y} and (Xi - { y})~ {x} are 
both bases. Two sequences X and Y are compatible if they are on the same multiset. 
Let UE(1) m(2)] denote the class of matroids such that every pair of compatible 
basis sequences X and Y are related by a sequence of unique exchanges [unique 
exchanges and permutations in the order of the bases]. We similarly define uE(3) by 
allowing unique subset exchanges. Then m(l), UE(2), and UE(3) are hereditary 
classes (closed under minors) and are self-dual (closed under orthogonality). UE(l) 
equals the class of series-parallel networks, and UE(2) and UE(3) are contained in the 
class of binary matroids. We conjecture that UE(2) contains the class of unimodular 
matroids, and prove a related partial result for graphic matroids. We also study 
related classes of matroids satisfying transitive exchange, in order to gain information 
about excluded minors of UE(2) and UE(3). A number of unsolved problems are 
mentioned. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several classes of matroids have been defined by their exchange proper- 
ties: base orderable and strongly base orderable matroids (see [12]), binary 
matroids (via an odd number of symmetric exchanges [15]), and the class of 
all matroids (symmetric exchange and symmetric subset exchange). We now 
define several new exchange properties involving unique exchange, one of 
which characterizes series-parallel matroids, and another of which is closely 
related to unimodnlar matroids. 
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Recent interest in exchange properties arises in part from the fact that 
they are an abstraction of pivot algorithms of linear algebra. Unique ex- 
change corresponds to a simultaneous multiple-pivot procedure in which 
there is no choice of the pivot entry once the pivot column is determined. 
Furthermore, the product of the determinants involved remains fixed, up to 
sign. A more immediate motivation for the present work is its usefulness in 
the study of the bracket ring, as explained in Remark 3. 
The background and terminology from matroid theory which we use may 
be obtained from [5] or [12]. We make frequent use of the circuit matroid of 
a graph I, which we denote by M(I). Th is is the matroid on the set of edges 
of I whose bases are spanning trees of I’. 
2. SYMMETRIC EXCHANGE RELATIONS 
Let U and V be bases of a matroid M, and u E U. We denote E(u; U, V) 
={v:v~V, and U--u+v and V-v+u are bases of M}, where A-a+b 
denotes the set (A-{a})U{b}. Similarly, if ALU, we let E(A;U,V)= 
{B:BCV, and (U-A)uB and (V-B)uA are bases of M}. The well- 
known symmetric exchange property for matroids states that for every 
u, U, V as above, IE(u; U, V)] > 1. More generally, the subset symmetric 
exchange property, proved by Green [7] and compactified by Brylawski [4] 
and Woodall [IS], states that JE(A; U, V)] 2 1. In fact, for binary matroids, 
(E(A; U, V)] is always odd, by a straightforward extension of [15, Proposition 
2.21. The present paper is concerned with the extremal case, where equality 
is attained. 
Let X=(X1,X2,..., X,,,) be a sequence of bases of a matroid M on a set S, 
and suppose there exist i <i <m and Rex, such that JE(x;Xi,Xi)l = 1, say 
E(x;Xi,Xi)= { y}. Th en we say the basis sequence X’ = (Xi, X,, . . . , Xi _ i, X, - 
r+y,x<+i,..., Xi_I,Xf-Y+x,Xi+l,..., X,,,) is obtained from X by a unique 
(single-element) exchange. We write X=, Y = (Y,, Ys, . . . , Y,,,) whenever the 
sequence of bases Y may be obtained from X by a composition of unique 
exchanges, and X+ Y whenever Y may be obtained from X by a composi- 
tion of unique exchanges and permutations in the order of the bases. 
More generally, if i <i <m and A CXi such that (E(A;X,,XJ( = 1, say 
{B} = E(A; X,, X,), then we say X” = (Xi, X,, . . . , Xi-i, (Xi - A) u 
B,X,+i,..., X,_,,(X,-B)uA,Xi+,,...,~) is obtained from X by a unique 
subset exchange. We write X=s Y whenever the sequence of bases Y may be 
obtained from X by a composition of unique subset exchanges. We note that 
there is no need to consider a separate case including permutations of the 
order of the bases with unique subset exchanges, since the transposition of Xi 
and Xi is a unique subset exchange with A = Xi, B = Xi. 
If we no longer require ]E(x;Xi,Xi)]=l, then for any yEE(x;Xi,Xi), we 
say the basis sequence X’ as above is obtained from X by a symmetric 
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exchange. We write X-r Y [X-a Y] whenever the basis sequence Y may be 
obtained from X by a composition of symmetric exchanges [symmetric 
exchanges and permutations of the order of the bases]. We similarly define 
symmetric subset exchunge and write X--, Y whenever the basis sequence Y 
may be obtained from X by a composition of symmetric subset exchanges. 
PROPOSITION 1. The relations =r, =a, -r, -a, and -3 are equivalence 
relations on basis seguaces. 
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity are immediate for all the relations, as 
is symmetry for -r, -a, and -a. To prove symmetry for =r and us, it 
suffices to show that E(x; 4, Xi) = { y} implies E( y; 4 - x + y,Xi - y + x) = 
{x}. Let C(x,XJ denote the basic circuit determined by x and Xi, assuming 
xBX, (for if xEXi, then y = x and symmetry is trivial). Let B(x,Xi) denote 
the basic bond S-c(X,-{r}), w h ere c denotes closure in the matroid M on 
S. Then E(x;&,Xi)= { y} implies C(r,XI) n B(x,XJ = {r, y } as well as 
C(x; Xr) = C( y,Xi - y + r) and B(x, Xi) = B( y, & - x f y). These in turn imply 
E(y;X,-x+y,Xi- y+x)={x}. q 
REMARK 2. It is not true that E(A;Xi,Xi)={B} implies E(B;(Xi-A)u 
B, (X,-B)uA)=(A}. This d oes not preclude the possibility that ~-a is 
symmetric; it is not known whether this is true or not. 
It is also not true that E(x; X,,Xi) = { y } implies E( y; Xi, Xi) = {x}. Since 
we insist i <i, this fact is significant for =r. but not for +, or us. since we 
may permute the order of the bases. For example, if E( y; X2, X,) = {x} but 
JE(x;X,,X,)I > 1, we have 
(x,,x~)--,(x,,x,>--,(x,- y+x,x1-x+ y)=&+-x+ y,&- y+x). 
REMARK 3. One of the principal motivations for the study of unique 
exchange is its relevance to the bracket ring of a matroid [14,15]. In 
particular, X=,,Y (a=l, 2, or 3) implies [X,]...[~]=“[Y,]...[Y,] in 
the noncommutative, ordinary commutative, or multiple-syzygy version of 
the bracket ring, respectively. It is not known whether the converse imphca- 
tions hold. 
Two sequences X and Y of length m are compatibZe if for all s E S, 
J{i:sEX,, l<i<m}J=]{ i:sEY,, l<i<m}l. Compatibility is obviously a 
necessary condition for any of the relations zIll or -a to hold. Let UE(a) 
[m(a)] denote the class of all matroids such that for all m > 2 and for all 
compatible basis sequences X and Y of length m, Xe, Y [XY~ Y], a = 1,2,3. 
Matroids in WE(a) are said to satisfy the unique exchange prope7ty (of type 
a), and those in ‘IE(cu) are said to satisfy transitive exchange (of type a). We 
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also denote by UE(a)’ the class of matroids such that Xe, Y for all 
compatible basis sequences X and Y of length 2. 
REMARK 4. These exchange properties may be visualized in terms of a 
game. Given the basis sequences X and Y, player A chooses i <i and x E Xi, 
and then player B chooses y E E(x; Xi,Xi). Play then continues on the 
exchanged sequence (Xi,. . . , Xi_1, Xi - x + y, Xj+i,. . . , Xi-i, Xi - y + 
X,X/Cl9..., X,), with player A winning if the sequence Y is reached. Then 
M E UE(1) if player A can always win by forcing every move of player B, 
and M ETE(I) if player A can always win with the cooperation of player B. 
Suitable modifications allow a =2 and 3 to be considered. An obvious 
question from this point of view, which we will not consider, is whether 
player A has a forced win without necessarily forcing every move of player 
B. 
~OP~SITION 5. All of the classes UE(a), UE(a)‘, TE(a), for a = 1,2,3, 
are hereditary (i.e., closed under taking minors), self-dual (i.e., contain the 
dual matroid M* whenever they contain M), and closed under direct sum. 
They also satisfy the relationships UE(a) c UE(a)‘, UE(a) GTE(a), for a = 
1,2,3; UE(a)cUE(a+ l), UE(a)‘cUE(a+ I)‘, TE(a) cTE(a+l) for a= 
1,2. 
Proof. If N = M/a is a contraction, then the basis sequence (Xi,. . . , X,J 
of N corresponds to the basis sequence (Xi u {a}, . . . , X,,, u {a}) of M, and 
the relations No and -a are preserved on their compatibility classes under 
this correspondence. Similarly if N = M - a is a deletion, the basis sequence 
(Xi, * * *, X,) of N corresponds to the identical sequence of M, and if N= M*, 
the basis sequence (X,, . . . , X,,J of N corresponds to the sequence (S - 
X i,...,S-X&J of M, and the relations are again preserved, as can be checked 
straightforwardly. 
If N=M,@M, and (X:,X,‘,..., XL)-(Yt,Y,‘,..., Y,,!,) in M,, and 
(X,“,X&.., e,-( Yf, Y,2,. . . , YZ) in MS, where N is any of the relations =a 
or _a, then in N, (X~UX~,X,‘UX.$?,...,~UX~)-(Y,‘UX~,Y~U 
X~,...,Y~u~)~(Y~uY~,Y~UY~,...,Y~UY~).Thusalloftheclassesare 
hereditary, self-dual, and closed under direct sum. The containment relations 
between the classes follow from the definitions. n 
3. UNIQUE EXCHANGE CLASSES 
Let S ??’ denote the class of series-parallel matroids, i.e. the circuit 
matroids of series-parallel networks. The following result was first noticed, at 
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least for UE(1): by T. Brylawski (unpublished). It has also been proved 
independently by H. Suguira [ 111. 
THEOREM 6. UE( 1) = UJI( 1)’ = s 9. 
Proof. It is well known (e.g., Welsh [12, Chapter 14.21) that s‘?? is 
characterized by the excluded minors L,, the four-point line, and M(K,), the 
circuit matroid of the complete graph on four vertices, and that s ‘?? may be 
constructed from the one-point free matroid P using only the operations of 
parallel extension and duality, since the series extension is dual to the 
parallel extension. 
We may check directly that L, 65 UlS(3)’ and M(K,) @UE(l)‘, or we may 
deduce these facts from Remark 3 and Examples 1.1 (p. 99) and 1.7 (p. 194) 
of [13]. Thus UE(l)‘Cs’?f’. Hence it suffices to prove s??‘CUE(l). But we 
already know that uE(1) is self-dual, and it is trivial that P E UE( 1). Thus we 
need only show that UE(I) is closed under the parallel extension. 
We now suppose that M eUEI(1) and that N is the parallel extension of 
M at x by y, for some x E M. Thus {x, y} is a circuit of N. Let X= 
(X i,. . . ,X,,,) be a basis sequence in N. If x E Xi and y E Xi say, then 
E(x;&>X/)= { y}, and E(y+XJ={x}, since {x, y} is a circuit of N, so x’s 
and y’s in X may be uniquely exchanged at will. Thus if we let (Xi,. . . ,x) 
be the corresponding basis sequence of M, where X; = X, - y + x if y E X,, 
X,’ = X, otherwise, then ~r is preserved under this correspondence 
(although the correspondence is many-to-one). It follows that N EUE(1) also. 
H 
Let %i, %n, and 8r denote the classes of binary, unimodular, and 
graphic matroids, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 7. UE(3)’ F %i. 
Proof. We have already noted that L,@UE(3)‘. Thus UE(3)‘~%li. 
Furthermore, if A(3,2) denotes the binary affine matroid of rank 4, which is 
just the usual 3dimensional binary affine space, then A(3,2) E ?8 i - UE(3)‘. 
Again this may be checked directly or obtained from [13, Example 4, p. 1111 
(see also Example 15 of the present paper). n 
CONJECTURE 8. %n cUE(2). 
This conjecture is equivalent to Conjecture 6.7 of [15]. It is supported by 
a considerable amount of computational data, but has resisted numerous 
attempts at a proof. Even the weaker conjecture 8rcUE(3)’ has not been 
proven, although the following theorem is an important step in that direc- 
tion. 
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THEOREM 9. Let M(T) be the circuit matroid on a graph r with vertex 
set V, and let X and Y be bases of M(r). Let v, be a v&x of I? and A c X a 
union of branches of X at vW Suppose A has k edges, and let V,= 
{ vl,v2,..., v~} be the k distinct vertices incident to A besides v,,. Let v, be 
connected to v,, by the (unique) path 4 = ( Y~,~, Y~,~, . . . , yi,rci$ of edges in Y, 
where Y~,~ is the edge incident to vi. Then A may be uniquely exchanged for 
B={ Y1,1~Y2,W**7M,J in Y. 
Proof. Fix D c Y, D E E(A; X, Y). We shall show D= B. Because Y is a 
tree, it is easy to see that 13 consists of k distinct edges, and that for some m, 
P,,, contains no y,,r for ifm. We shall assume, by reindexing if necessary, 
that m = 1. Now, yl,2, ylp3,. . . , yl,r(l) are each incident to no vertex of V,, 
since none is equal to yi,r for any i. Thus ~r,~ 4 D for 2 < i <r(l), since any 
pair of vertices in V- V,, are already connected by a path in X-A, hence 
{ YrJ u (X-A) contains a circuit. But P, u A contains a circuit, so P, e Y - 
D. Therefore yr, r E D. Furthermore, the subgraph of r with edges (X - A) u 
{ yr,r} and their incident vertices (V- V,)U { vl} is connected. 
We now suppose inductively that we have shown that { yr, r, y2,r,. . . , 
ym_ r, r} c D, where we have reindexed so that Pi contains no y i, I with i >i, 
for all i, and that the subgraph (X - A) u { yl, 1,. . . , y,,,_ r, r} with its incident 
vertices V-{v,,v,+~,..., vk} is connected. We shall show the same is true 
for m in place of m - 1. 
Since P,,, contains no y (, r for 1 >m, Y,,,~, Y,,,~, . . . , Y~/,.,(,, are incident only 
to vertices in V-{v,,v,+r,..., vk}. But pairs of such vertices are already 
connectedbypathsin(X-A)l~{y~,~,...,y,_~,~};hencey,,~~Dfor2(~< 
r(m). However, there is a circuit C, containing ym,, r in A u PI u * * * u P,,, - 
{Y 1, 1,. . . , ym _ r, r }, obtained as follows. There is a circuit C containing ymm, r in 
A u P,,,, and if i is maximized so that yi,r E C, where i <m, then by circuit 
exchange of C with the circuit containing yi,r in AU Pi, we get a circuit C’ 
containing y,, r but not yi, 1 for i < i < m - i. We again eliminate yhh. r from C’, 
for the largest h <m such that y,,, I EC’. Continuing in this fashion, the 
desired circuit C, is obtained after a finite number of steps. Now every 
element of C, - { y,,r} is either in A or incident to two vertices of 
V-{o,,v,+n..., vk}. But any two such vertices are connected by a path in 
(X-A)U { Yr,r~...YY,-,,rIY so no element of C,,, - { y,,,, r} may be in D. But 
C,,@Y-D)uA, since (Y-D)uA is a basis, so Y~,~ED. Furthermore, 
since y,, r must be incident to v, and some vertex of V - {v,,,, v,,,, r, . . . , vk}, 
the subgraph (X - A) u { yr, r, . . . , ymm, r} is incident to the vertices V- 
{2?,+1,..., vk} and is connected. This completes induction step; hence D= B. 
a 
Besides using this theorem to prove Sr G UE(3)‘, another interesting open 
problem is to show that the unique subset exchange of this theorem can 
always be reahzed by a sequence of unique single-element exchanges. 
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REhwms 10. It follows as a special case of Theorem 9 that in a graphic 
matroid, any pendant edge of X (i.e., a branch consisting of one edge) is 
uniquely exchangeable in Y for any basis Y. To abstract this observation, we 
shall call a matroid M semigraphic if for every basis X of M, there exists 
xE X such that for every basis Y of M, IE(x;X, Y)l = 1. This property ensures 
us that any pair (X, Y) of (distinct) bases of M can at least be (single-element) 
uniquely exchanged into another basis pair. Dually, M is semicogruphic if for 
every basis X of M, there exists y 6! X such that for every basis Y of M with 
y E Y, IE( y; Y,X)l= 1. It may be checked that M is semigraphic if and only 
if M* is semicographic. However, semigraphic matroids do not form a 
hereditary class. Besides graphic matroids, the semigraphic matroids include 
F* and M(K)*, where F is the Fano plane, and nonsemigraphic matroids 
include F, M(Z&)*, M(Peterson graph)*, and A(3,2). Two more interesting 
open problems are to characterize semigraphic matroids, and to prove that 
all unimodular matroids satisfy the following weaker property: for every two 
bases X and Y, there exists x E X such that )E(x; X, Y)I = 1. 
4. TRANSITIVE EXCHANGE 
The following proposition gives some useful information about excluded 
minors for the classes UE(a). 
PROPOSITION 11. For a=1,2,3, UE(a)‘nTE(a)~UE(a). Thus if M E 
TE(a) - UE(a) and all proper minors of M are in m(a)‘, then 1 S I= 2 rank M, 
and there exist compatible basis seqwnces (X,, X2)*a (Y,, Y,) with X, u X, 
= S = Y, u Yz. Furthermore, such M has no proper submutroid N on a subset 
T such that ITI =2rankN. 
Proof. Let M hue’ n TE(a). Then X=, Y for all compatible basis 
sequences X and Y of length 2. We now consider compatible basis sequences 
W and 2 of length m > 3. Since M ETE(a), W--, Z, but this relation 
involves symmetric (single-element or subset) exchanges, each of which fixes 
all bases except for a basis subsequence of length 2. Thus each such 
symmetric exchange also satisfies the relation zlrr and WE, Z, proving the 
first statement of the Proposition. 
Now if M E TE(a) - UE(a), then M @ UE(a)‘, and there exist compatible 
basis sequences (X,,X,)*,(Y,, Y,). But if X,U X,#S, delete S-X,U X, 
from M, and if X, n X,#0, contract M by X, n X,. In either case we obtain 
compatible basis sequences of length 2 on a proper minor of M which do not 
satisfy No. Thus if all proper minors of M are in UE(a)‘, we must have 
x,ux,= S, X, n X2 -0, and similarly for Y, and Yz by compatibility. We 
then also have ( S ( = 2 rank M. 
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If M has a submatroid N on a proper subset T of S, with 1 TI = 2 rank N, 
then Xi n T and Xs n T must both be bases of N. It follows that X, - T and 
X, - T are also bases of M/T, and the compatibility class of (X1,X,) in M has 
the identical relation =a to that of the compatibility class of (X1,X,) in 
N @ M/ T. But the proper minors N and M/T are in UE(a)‘, contradicting 
the closure of UE((Y)’ under direct sum. n 
Let us call a matroid M on S a basis-pair geometry whenever S is a 
disjoint union of two bases of M, but no proper submatroid of M has the 
same property. In particular, M must be a combinatorial geometry (or simple 
matroid). Propositions 5 and 11 imply that if TE(a) is large enough to 
include all matroids not in UE(a) whose minors are all in UE(a)‘, then 
UE(a) may be characterized by a list of excluded minors, each of which is a 
basis-pair geometry. This is the case for UE(l), and by Theorem 6, UE( 1) is 
characterized by the excluded minors L, and M(K,). If this is true for UE(2), 
then UE(2)#%n, since the Fano plane, an excluded minor for %a, is not a 
basis-pair geometry. In fact, A(3,2) would have to be an excluded minor for 
UE(2) and UE(3). The question of determining the classes TE(a) remains. 
We know that S 9 c TE(1) by Theorem 6. 
CONJECTURE 12. TE(l) = TE(2) = TE(3) = the class of all matroids. 
It is interesting to note that a number of basis-exchange properties 
involving two bases, namely the basis-exchange axiom for matroids, symmet- 
ric basis exchange, subset exchange, base orderability, and strong base 
orderability, may be considered as primarily properties of basis-pair geome- 
tries, for if we are interested in bases X and Y, we delete S - X u Y and 
contract by X n Y as in the proof of the preceding proposition. We have 
seen that the unique exchange property is also essentially a property of 
basis-pair geometries (assuming transitive exchange). However, transitive 
exchange is obviously not such a property. 
Although the following conjecture is weaker than Conjecture 12, an 
affirmative answer would be very interesting and useful for further work on 
exchange properties. It was first conjectured as Question 3, p. 537 of [9]. 
CONJECTURE 13. The relation -3 is equal to -i. In other words, every 
symmetric subset exchange can be decomposed into a sequence of symmet- 
ric single-element exchanges. 
If the symmetric subset exchange desired is the exchange of A G X for 
B c Y, where X and Y are bases, it can be shown by example that the 
single-element exchanges to be used must involve elements of X-A and 
Y - B in general. Gabow [6] obtains the indecomposable symmetric subset 
exchanges which may occur if X-A and Y - B are not to be involved; they 
are also precisely the exchanges described (more transparently) in Lemma 
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FIG. 1. 
4.1 of [9]. We remark that Conjecture 13 does not ask only that given A c X, 
we may find some B c Y such that A may be exchanged for B by a sequence 
of symmetric single-element exchanges, a problem solved by Brylawski [4]. 
5. EXAMPLES 
The following graphic example illustrates the difficulties of Conjecture 
13. 
EXAMPLE 14. In Fig. 1, let X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, a,, a,}, Y = 
{ !hY2*Y3*!!4~~l,~2), A= { a,,~,}, B= {b,,b,}. We note that (X,Y)--,((X- 
A) u B, (Y - B) IJ A) is trivial; indeed, -3 is always trivial on compatible 
basis sequences of length 2. This symmetric subset exchange is indecompos- 
able if X-A and Y-B are not to be involved. However, if we allow 
elements of X - A and Y - B to be exchanged, 
-i((X-A)u B, (Y-B)uA), 
and no sequence of fewer than four symmetric single-element exchanges will 
accomplish the exchange of A for B. 
This example is also an interesting one for unique exchange. To prove 
(X,Y)--,((X-A)uB, (Y-B)uA), we note that the first, second, and 
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fourth steps in the above sequence for -i operations are actually unique 
exchanges. Now 
where both of these steps require the permutations in order of the bases as in 
Remark 2. We thus require a total of 5 unique exchanges, disregarding 
permutations of the order of the bases, and the exchange of A for B cannot 
be accomplished in fewer than 5 unique exchanges. An elementary tech- 
nique for verifying such an assertion is to construct (at least partially) a 
unique exchange graph, whose vertices are a given compatibility class of 
basis sequences, with two basis sequences joined by an edge if one sequence 
may be obtained from the other by a unique exchange. For the relation No, 
directed edges may be used, and permuted basis sequences may be identified 
for either N2 or N3. 
EXAMPLE 15. Let C,,, denote the binary matroid determined by the 
columns of the binary matrix consisting of the n X n identity matrix juxta- 
posed with the n X n matrix of all cyclic shifts of the column of k ones 
followed by n - k zeros, 1 <k <n. We notice immediately that C,,, has rank 
n and cardinality 2n, and we can check that it is a basis-pair matroid. 
Several members of this family of matroids have interesting unique exchange 
properties. First, C,,, = M( W,,), where W,, is the wheel graph of order n. 
Example 14 is C,,,. Second, C,,, = A(3,2), which is probably an excluded 
minor for UE(2) and UE(3), by the discussion following Proposition 11. In 
fact, A(3,2) is as far from being in UE(3) as possible, for no two pairs of 
disjoint bases are related by p3, much less No. Third, C,,, is Bixby’s matroid 
of type R [l], the unique unimodular matroid of rank 5 which is neither 
graphic nor cographic. It is also not semigraphic nor semicographic. It is 
antithetical to A(3,2) in the sense that every symmetric single-element 
exchange for a pair of disjoint bases is a unique exchange. Fourth, C,,, is not 
unimodular, and has some disjoint basis pairs for which no unique single-ele- 
ment exchanges are possible, so it is certainly not in UE(2). Furthermore, it 
does not have A (3,2) as a minor, so it is a candidate as an excluded minor for 
UE(2). Some open problems regarding C,,, remain. C,,, and C,,, are 
unimodular but C, n is not, for n# 5. Is C,,, 
k > 4? Which C, ,‘s have other 
unimodular for any k,n with 
C,,,’ s as minors? When is the automorphism 
group On ck,n transitive on the collection of bases? What in general are the 
unique exchange properties of C,,,? 
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The author is indebted to T. Bylawski for several helpful conversations 
about this material, and to A. Crave& f3r computer programming assistance 
for some of the examples. 
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